
by Sandra Kustić UzurSpring Flower Tag

Materials used: Chameleon Pens PK4 Peony Pink, YO4 Mellow Yellow, GR4 Evergreen, 
Foamiran White and Green, Rosy Dot Heart Flowers die, Rosy Dot Classic Leaf die, Brads,
Distress Oxide Spiced Marmalade and Worn Lipstick. Sizzix Tag Die, Nuvo Drops Midnight 
Sky, Enamel Accents Classic Cherry, velum, Embossing Powder Iredescent, Black and 
White, Versamark Ink Pad, Altenew Wood Pallet Background Stamp set, Embossing Folder, 
Watercolor White.
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1. Fold the piece of Foamiran to get 4 layers of it and cut the Rosy Dot Flower die from it. For
two flowers you need to do this step 2 times. 

2. Fuse the japanese brush of the Chameleon Pen PK4 Peony Pink between 10-15 sec and
color the edges of the petals of the flowers on both size.

3. Use a bulet nib of your Chameleon Pen YO2 Yellow Mellow to add lines from the middle of
the flowers towards the petals.  

4. With a Heat Embossing tool heat the Flowers. Fold them like shown in the picture and roll
them between your fingers.

5. Unroll them carefully. Glue for flowers together one of top of each other. 

6. Make a hole in the middle and add stamens to get more realistic look.
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8. Color the leaves with Chameleon Pen GR4 Evergreen. You can fuse the color between 
10-15 sec and start coloring from one edge towards the opposite one or you can go on with
pure color on the edges and than with a Colorless Blender go over the colored areas to 
soften the edges. You can help to spread the blender with your finger. 

9. With the Heat Embossing tool heat the leaves to get more natural look.

10. Assemble the flowers. 

11. From the white and the black card stock cut the Tag die. Emboss them with a embossing
folder of your choice.

12. Use Distress Oxide on both to add color to the tags. Sprinkle them with Perfect Pearl Mist.   

7. Cut the leaves from the green Foamiran with a Rosy Dot die. 
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13. With VersaMark Pad stamp the wood background image on the velum and heat-emboss 
it with a sparkly iridescent embossing powder. Add the same Distress Oxides you uset on 
tags. Sprinkle with Perfect Pearls Mist. 

14. Use a double sided tape on one part of the tag and glue a piece of colored velum on top 
of it. Repeat on both tags. 

15. Glue the flowers on the right bottom side of the tags. 
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16. Prepare the card bases for this two tags. On the Natural card stock stamp the same 
wooden background image as you did on the velum except this time Heat Emboss it with a 
white and black Embossing Powder. 

17. Sprinkle both with a white Watercolor to add more details.

18. Use Brads to add on the Tags. The white Brad goes perfectly with the lighter tag but for
the darkest one add some Embossing Powder on to the white Brad to get the same color 
as the background. 

19. To finish the card stamp the sentiment and a few stars from the same stamp set on the 
velum and Heat Emboss it with the black shiny Embossing Powder. Assemble all together. 
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